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I. Cosmic-ray Muography 
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of muography and the first time-sequential muographic images [1]. 

➢Passive, mass density sensitive imaging by cosmic-ray muon tracking (Fig. 1) [1].

➢Shallow regions (thickness below 2-3 km) can be accessed beneath the craters.
 

➢High (~10 m) spatial resolution can be achieved from safe (few kilometres) distance.

Figure 2:  The photograph of SMO and schematic 
drawing of muographic observation [2].
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II. Sakurajima Muography Observatory
➢Sakurajima is an active stratovolcano. Two craters, namely Minamidake and Showa, 

erupt a few hundred times per year.

➢Sakurajima Muography Observatory (SMO) is continuously monitoring the flux of muons 
through the southern peak of the volcanic edifice from a distance of 3 km in south-west 
direction with an MWPC-based Muography Observation System (Fig. 2) [2,3].

III. Explaining Link Between 
Ground Deformation and Eruption Frequency
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Figure 3: (A-B) Muographic density images are shown without and with plug beneath the 
Minamidake crater, respectively [4,5]. (C) The vertical ground deformations are, respectively, 
shown by blue-colored, light-blue-colored, green-colored, orange-colored, and yellow-colored 
lines at the Minamidake crater. The eruption frequency of Minamidake crater is shown by the 
black histogram. (D) The vertical uplifts are, respectively, shown by blue-colored, green-colored, 
and orange-colored lines at the Showa crater. (E) For the Reference region, the vertical uplifts 
are shown by blue-colored and orange-colored lines, respectively.

Figure 4: Scatter plot of mass density values 
measured beneath the two active craters [5].  

Figure 5: (A) Averaged densities are shown 
for the region beneath the Minamidake crater. 
The eruption frequency of Minamidake crater 
is shown by the orange histogram. The SO2 
emission rates are shown with brown-coloured 
rectangles with error bars (Japan 
Meteorological Agency, 2022). (B) The 
average densities are shown for the region 
beneath the Showa crater. The eruption 
frequency of Showa crater is shown by the 
orange histogram. (C) Average densities are 
shown for the Reference region.

IV. Branched Conduit Structure Beneath the 
Active Craters Inferred from Muography

➢Approximately half of ground surface deformations on volcanic edifices are followed by 
eruptions →Understanding the casual physical mechanism is required for interpreting 
the monitoring signals.

➢Mass density changes reflect the change in the state of magma 
→Geophysical monitoring techniques (e.g., gravimetry, muography, etc.) 
may reveal the casual mechanism of ground surface deformations [4].  

➢The ground surface deformation (periodic time of 12 days) and
mass density (periods of 5 months) were jointly measured at Sakurajima volcano
by InSAR and muography, respectively (Fig. 3) [5].

➢Periods of high eruption frequency associated with release of volcanic gases that 
caused the deflation of the volcanic edifice and decrease of mass density. 

➢Periods of low eruption frequency associated with the formation of a dense plug in the 
conduit, which caused inflation of the edifice by trapping pressurized magmatic gas and 
increase of mass density.
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➢An anti-correlation was found between the densities beneath Minamidake and Showa 
craters: The Pearson’s coefficient was quantified to -0.52 (Fig. 4) [6].

➢Inverse correlation between mass densities observed for the entire period, suggesting 
that magma degassing occurs either in Minamidake crater and in Showa crater, acting 
as a preferential pathway → a branched connection between the two conduits.

➢Minamidake crater (Fig. 5A): The increasing trend in mass density is interpreted as 
plug formation due to magma rising. The decreasing trend is interpreted as plug 
reduction due to the occurrence of recurrent eruptions.
 

➢Showa crater (Fig. 5B): Eruptions did not follow the density increase observed beneath 
Showa crater in January 2019 and in August 2021; however, later the mass density 
decreased. It was interpreted that the uprising magma generated the plug underneath 
Showa crater. However, the gas pressure mightn't be enough to trigger eruptions and 
non-solidified part of the plug drained-back.

➢The InSAR and sulfur dioxide emission rate data support our current picture. 
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